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Student Still Eating Thanksgiving Leftovers
by Elise Conley ~ Bull Architect

A local student was dismayed to learn last night that he would be having a
dry turkey and cranberry sauce sandwich for the sixth meal in a row. Daniel
Brooks, a student from Calumet, is on his sixth full day of eating nothing but
Thanksgiving leftovers.
“The first couple of days were fine, I mean, at least I still had mashed potatoes, green beans, stuffing, and gravy. But now, all that’s left is the cranberry
sauce and turkey. The worst part is, though, the turkey just keeps getting
dryer. I went through a full gallon of water on my last sandwich, and I was still
parched after eating. I just don’t know how much more of this I can take.”
The junior has been salivating over Dominoes ads since Saturday, saying that
it couldn’t hurt to look.
His mother, with whom he lives, keeps finding new ways to spruce up the
leftovers. When asked about the quantity of turkey remaining, she simply dissolved into hysterical laughter and disappeared into the kitchen sobbing.
“For dinner we’re having turkey with a side of ‘fucking eat the goddamn turkey.’ How much meat can be on a single eight pound bird? Fuckin’ ridiculous. And all they do is bitch about the turkey. Well, if you’d eat the turkey
on Thanksgiving Day instead over watching the fucking Packers game, maybe
there would be less turkey left, ever think about that? And the game this year
wasn’t even worth watching. Both teams should have lost.”
For now, Brooks will continue eating his turkey. In other news, students still
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Just like the first point the passion’s you share will fade as well. Maybe it’s the extra weight you put on, or that you
just don’t try as hard, or that you simply don’t have a good attention span but things will simmer down. Sorry, The
Notebook just isn’t going to happen ladies. Humans simply cannot sustain such an emotional state that long and isn’t
that just a bit stalkerish? I mean if she wasn’t into it that’d be super creepy but she likes it so it’s super romantic?
Availability equilibrium:
Finally some good news! According to thermodynamics not only will the long odds for everyone at tech balance
out but everyone will have an opportunity to find a date. Let’s be honest, after all those failed dates or rejections via
Facebook, you needed this little bit of hope. This also means that once you’re in a relationship your potential to date
anyone one else slowly and inevitably decrease. That might be good news or bad news depending.
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